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ABSTRACT

The discrete wavelet transform was originally a linear operator that works on signals that are modeled as

functions from the integers into the real or complex numbers. However, many signals have discrete function

values. This paper builds on two recent developments: the extension of the discrete wavelet transform to

�nite valued signals and the research of nonlinear wavelet transforms triggered by the introduction of the lifting

scheme by Sweldens. It de�nes an essentially nonlinear translation invariant discrete wavelet transform that

works on signals that are functions from the integers into any �nite set. Such transforms can be calculated

very time eÆciently since only discrete arithmetic is needed. Properties of these generalized discrete wavelet

transforms are given along with an elaborate example of such a transform. In addition, an upper bound is given

for the number of certain kinds of discrete wavelet transforms over �nite sets and it is shown that, in case the

�nite set is a ring, there are much more nonlinear transforms than linear transforms. Finally the paper presents

some ideas to �nd explicit examples of discrete wavelet transforms over �nite sets.
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1. Introduction

The discrete wavelet transform has proved to be a useful tool for both signal processing and signal
analysis. The classic discrete wavelet transform is a linear operator that works on signals that are
modeled as functions from (an interval of) the integers into the real or complex numbers. However,
a lot of signals are in fact �nite valued. In the past ten years, some researchers have constructed
extensions of the discrete wavelet transform to resolve this problem.
In 1993 Caire, Grossman and Poor [1] introduced a linear discrete wavelet transform that works on

signals that are functions from an interval of the integers to a �nite �eld. In 1996, Swanson and Tew�k
[2] used �lters over the �nite �eld with two elements to de�ne a linear discrete wavelet transform of
binary images. More recently, Klappenecker, May and N�uckel [3] have generalized this concept by
introducing a linear discrete wavelet transform of signals over �nite commutative rings.
Parallel to this development, the lifting scheme as proposed by Sweldens [4] has triggered the

research of nonlinear wavelet transforms. These so called second generation wavelets do not require
the function values of the signals to be elements of a ring or a �eld. It is suÆcient to have a `+'
operator on the signals that can be negated by a corresponding `�' operator. A drawback of the
lifting scheme is that it is not known if every discrete wavelet transform can be factored into lifting
steps. Of some types of linear discrete wavelet transforms, it is known that they can be factored into
linear lifting steps [5]. Of others types it is know that they cannot be factored into linear lifting steps
in general [6]. An example of the latter are linear integer to integer transforms [7]. However, which
discrete wavelet transforms can be generated by means of the lifting scheme if nonlinear lifting steps
are allowed is an open question. An even more general de�nition of a wavelet transform, where no `+'
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Figure 1: The analysis part of the discrete wavelet transform scheme.

and `�' operators on the signals are needed, has recently been introduced by Heijmans and Goutsias
[8].
This paper combines these two ideas and proposes a discrete wavelet transform of signals that

are functions from the integers into a �nite set. Such a transform is in essence not linear since the
underlying �nite set need not be a ring (or a �eld); however, if the �nite set can be considered a
ring then the linear transforms are included. The investigation is restricted to transforms that are
translation invariant. Some researchers have already investigated examples of such wavelet transforms
[9, 10], but a general theoretical framework was never developed.
The advantage of this extension to the discrete wavelet transform is twofold. On the one hand, since

the functions values are taken from a �nite set, only discrete arithmetic is needed. This is much more
eÆcient than calculations involving real or complex numbers. On the other hand, the transforms are
not restricted to the linear case. Thus, a lot of freedom in choosing a particular transform is gained.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the concept of a discrete wavelet transform over a

�nite set is introduced, along with an idea of identifying multi-channel transforms with one-channel
transforms. Section 3 derives some general properties of the collection of discrete wavelet transform
over a �nite set and Section 4 gives an elaborate example of a discrete wavelet transform over a
set with two elements. Section 5 introduces translation invariant equivalence classes of signals and
explains how the discrete wavelet transform behaves on these classes. This behavior is exploited in
Section 6 to produce an upper bound for the number of certain kinds of discrete wavelet transforms
over �nite sets. Section 6 gives some ideas for producing explicit examples of transforms over �nite
sets as well.

2. The Discrete Wavelet Transform Scheme

This section describes the discrete wavelet transform scheme that is studied in this paper. It also
demonstrates a technique to simplify this scheme.

2.1 The Multi-Channel Scheme
Discrete wavelet transforms work on a signal space. To describe the signal space that is used in this
paper, we �rst choose a nonempty �nite set S. We will not assume any structure on S. As is explained
in the introduction, this is noteworthy, because most texts on wavelets do assume that S has a certain
structure. Frequently, S is assumed to be a �eld or a ring and sometimes S is assumed to be a lattice.
By using S, we de�ne the signal space Fun(Z;S) = SZ, that is the set of functions from the domain
Z into S. The elements of the signal space are called signals. For a signal x 2 SZ, we use x[i] 2 S to
denote the function value of x at position i 2 Z.
Consider the discrete wavelet transform scheme as is depicted in Figure 1. It comprises a set of n

operators

 j : S
Z ! SZ; 1 � j � n (2.1)

that decompose a signal x into n di�erent channels:  1(x) through  n(x). Often, one of these channels,
say channel 1, is referred to as the approximation of x and the others are called details of x.
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Figure 2: The synthesis part of the discrete wavelet transform scheme.

We want the discrete wavelet transform scheme to be non-redundant, therefore we demand that the
operator

 := ( 1;  2; : : : ;  n) : S
Z ! SZ � � � � � SZ| {z }

n times

(2.2)

is surjective. In addition, we want to perfectly reconstruct the signal x from the n channels  (x). So
we demand that  is injective as well. Figure 2 shows how the inverse

 �1 : SZ � � � � � SZ| {z }
n times

! SZ (2.3)

can be used to reconstruct a signal form the n channels.
Let us summarize the above in a de�nition.

De�nition 2.1. Let n 2 N and let S be a �nite set. We de�ne the signal space (over S) to be the
set of functions SZ. The elements of the signal space are called signals. An n-channel discrete wavelet
transform over S is an operator  : SZ ! (SZ)n that is bijective.

We can use the approximation (channel 1) of a signal as input for yet another discrete wavelet
transform (not necessarily the same). This can be repeated any number of times. The scheme thus
constructed is called a multiresolution analysis of the signal. See Figure 3(a) for an example. By
using the appropriate inverses, the signal can be reconstructed from all the details from every stage
and the last approximation. This is shown in Figure 3(b).
This paper focuses on translation invariant discrete wavelet transforms. The translation of a signal

over a distance t is de�ned in the usual way.

De�nition 2.2. For any t 2 Z, the operator �t : S
Z ! SZ de�ned by

�t(x)[i] := x[i� t]; 8i 2 Z (2.4)

is called a translation operator.

Now we can de�ne translation invariance of any operator (not necessarily bijective) from the domain
SZ into (SZ)n.

De�nition 2.3. Let n 2 N. An operator � : SZ ! (SZ)n is said to be translation invariant if for
every (channel) 1 � j � n

�j Æ �nt = �t Æ �j ; 8t 2 Z: (2.5)

In other words, translation invariance means that translating each of the n channels over a distance
1 corresponds to translating the signal by n.
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Figure 3: A three level multiresolution analysis with three channels at each level.

2.2 A New Scheme
This section will demonstrate that an n-channel discrete wavelet transform over a set S corresponds
to a one-channel discrete wavelet transform over the set F := Sn. As a result, we only have to
consider the one-channel case. For the theory we are about to develop, this is more convenient than
the multi-channel case.
The general idea is as follows. We identify a signal in SZ on which we want to apply an n-channel

discrete wavelet transform with a signal in FZ by taking n consecutive function values (in S) together
to form an element of F. Similarly, we identify the n channels (in (SZ)n) with one element of FZ by
taking one function value (in S) of each channel to form an element of F. As a result we can identify
an n-channel discrete wavelet transform with a one-channel discrete wavelet transform.
To describe this process in more detail, we introduce some operators that allow us to identify

elements in SZ or (SZ)n with elements in FZ.

De�nition 2.4. Let S be a �nite set and let F := Sn for some n 2 N. We de�ne a signal merge
operator smn : SZ ! FZ and a signal split operator ssn : FZ ! SZ by

smn(x)[i] := (x[ni]; x[ni+ 1]; : : : ; x[ni+ n� 1]) (2.6)

and

ssn(x)[ni+ k] := (x[i])k; 0 � k < n: (2.7)

In addition, we de�ne a channel merge operator cmn : (SZ)n ! FZ and a channel split operator
csn : FZ ! (SZ)n by

cmn(y1; y2; : : : ; yn)[i] := (y1[i]; y2[i]; : : : ; yn[i]) (2.8)

and

csnj (y)[i] := (y[i])j ; 1 � j � n: (2.9)

Observe that signal merge operator smn is the inverse of the signal split operator ssn and that the
channel merge operator cmn is the inverse of the channel split operator csn. This is illustrated by
Figure 4. In case n = 1, all the operators sm1, ss1, cm1 and cs1 equal the identity operator.
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Figure 4: The merge and split operators.

Theorem 2.1. Let S be a �nite set and let F := Sn for some n 2 N. Then the mapping c :
Fun(SZ; (SZ)n) ! Fun(FZ;FZ) de�ned by c( ) := cmn Æ Æ ssn is a one-to-one correspondence.
Moreover, if ! = c( ), then

1. ! is injective if and only if  is injective,

2. ! is surjective if and only if  is surjective and

3. ! is translation invariant if and only if  is translation invariant.

Proof. We easily verify that c has an inverse given by c�1(!) = csn Æ! Æ smn.
If  is injective, then ! = cmn Æ Æ ssn is a composition of three injective functions and therefore

injective itself. The converse is proved analogously.
Similarly, if  is surjective, then ! = cmn Æ Æ ssn is a composition of three surjective functions and

therefore surjective itself. Again, the converse is proved analogously.
By de�nition, ! is translation invariant if and only if

! Æ �t = �t Æ !; 8t 2 Z:

Since ! = cmn Æ Æ ssn, this is equivalent to

cmn Æ Æ ssn Æ�t = �t Æ cm
n Æ Æ ssn; 8t 2 Z: (�)

We verify that ssn Æ�t = �nt Æ ss
n and

�t(cm
n(y1; y2; : : : ; yn)) = cmn(�t(y1); �t(y2); : : : ; �t(yn)); 8(y1; y2; : : : ; yn) 2 (SZ)n:

Note that in both these equations, the translations on either side of the equal sign work on di�erent
signal spaces. We conclude that Equation (�) is equivalent to

 j Æ �nt = �t Æ  j ; 8t 2 Z; 81 � j � n;

which is the de�nition of translation invariance of  .
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Figure 5: The relation between the classic two-channel and the new one-channel discrete wavelet
transform scheme.

The relation between the classic n-channel discrete wavelet transform scheme with operator  and
the new one-channel discrete wavelet transform scheme with operator ! = cmn Æ Æ ssn is depicted in
Figure 5.
In conclusion, Theorem 2.1 shows how we can identify translation invariant multi-channel discrete

wavelet transforms over a �nite set S with translation invariant one-channel discrete wavelet transforms
over the �nite set F := Sn. In the sequel, we will therefore study only these discrete wavelet transforms
over F and `forget' that F = Sn. Since we did not assume any structure on S, we do not lose any
information by doing this. Later on, for the cases where the number of elements of F is sn for some
s; n 2 N, we can always `remember' that F = Sn for some set S with s elements.

3. Translation Invariance

In this section, we will derive some basic properties of translation invariant operators on the signal
space FZ in general and of bijective operators in particular.
This paper frequently manipulates subsets of the integers, so we will develop some notation to

facilitate this. Let A;B � Z and t 2 Z. We use t+A to denote the translation of A by t, that is

t+A := ft+ aj a 2 Ag: (3.1)

The Minkowski addition of A and B will be denoted by A+B:

A+B := fa+ bj a 2 A and b 2 Bg: (3.2)

The notation �A is used to denote the reection of A, that is

�A := f�aj a 2 Ag; (3.3)
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Figure 6: The translation by two of a function u : f�5;�4;�2; 1g ! F, resulting in the function
�2(u) : f�3;�2; 0; 3g ! F.

and A�B denotes A+ (�B):

A�B := fa� bj a 2 A and b 2 Bg: (3.4)

In addition to functions in FZ, we will frequently use functions in FA, where A is a subset of Z.
In such cases, we will implicitly assume that A is not empty. To denote the restriction of a function
u 2 FA to the domain B � A � Z, we use the usual notation ujB . So ujB is the function in FB ,
de�ned by

ujB[i] := u[i]; 8i 2 B: (3.5)

When we consider a function f from a set X into a set Y and A is a subset of X , we will use the
notation f(A) to denote the set

ff(x)j x 2 Ag; (3.6)

which is a subset of Y .

3.1 Constructing Translation Invariant Operators
Any translation invariant operator ! : FZ ! FZ can be constructed from a single function � : FA ! F,
whereA is a certain subset of the integers. Vice versa any function � : FA ! F can be used to construct
a translation invariant operator ! : FZ ! FZ. Such a function � is the analogue of a convolution
�lter in the linear case. We will now describe this construction.
The �rst tool we need is a translation on functions in FA, when A is a proper subset of the integers.

We obtain this by generalizing the translation operator, as de�ned in De�nition 2.2.

De�nition 3.1. For any t 2 Z, the translation by t is an operator �t :
S
A�ZF

A !
S
A�ZF

A. If

u 2 FA, then �t(u) is the element of Ft+A de�ned by

�t(u)[i] := u[i� t]; 8i 2 t+A: (3.7)

Observe that for signals in FZ, this new de�nition of the translation operator equals the previous
de�nition. Under the new de�nition, the translation operator �t remains bijective and ��1

t = ��t. We
extended the translation operator is such a way that

�t(x)jA = �t(xj�t+A); 8x 2 FZ; 8A � Z; 8t 2 Z: (3.8)

To illustrate this extension of the translation operator, let A = f�5;�4;�2; 1g. If we translate a
function u 2 FA by t = 2, we obtain a function in F2+A = Ff�3;�2;0;3g. This is depicted in Figure 6.
We can use the translation operator on functions in FA, A � Z to construct an operator � : FZ !

FZ from a function � : FA ! F.

De�nition 3.2. Let A be a nonempty subset of Z and let � : FA ! F be any function. For all i 2 Z,
we de�ne the function �i : Fi+A ! F by

�i := � Æ ��i: (3.9)
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Figure 7: The construction of � : FZ ! FZ from � : FA ! F where A = f�2; 0; 1g.

Furthermore, we de�ne the operator � : FZ ! FZ by

�(x)[i] := �i(xji+A); 8i 2 Z: (3.10)

Consider as an example the function � : FA ! F, where A = f�2; 0; 1g. If we want to construct
� : FZ ! FZ, we �rst have to generate the operators �i : Fi+A ! F for all i 2 Z. E.g., �7 is an
operator that assigns an element of F to a function u from the domain 7+A = f5; 7; 8g into F. Then
we can use �i to calculate �(x)[i]. This construction is illustrated by Figure 7.
We now state the theorem that justi�es the construction of � : FZ ! FZ from � : FA ! F.

Theorem 3.1. An operator ! : FZ ! FZ is translation invariant if and only if there exists a function
� : FA ! F with A � Z, such that ! = �.

Proof. Suppose that ! is translation invariant. We de�ne the function � : FZ ! F by �(x) := !(x)[0].
Since ! is translation invariant we have for all x 2 FZ and all i 2 Z

!(x)[i] = ��i(!(x))[0] fBy De�nition 3.1.g

= !(��i(x))[0] f! is translation invariantg

= �(��i(x)) fBy de�nition of �g

= �i(x) fBy De�nition 3.2.g

= �(x)[i]: fBy De�nition 3.2.g

Conversely, consider any function � : FA ! F with A � Z. We have

�(�t(x))[i] = �i(�t(x)ji+A) fBy De�nition 3.2.g

= �i(�t(xji�t+A)) fBy Equation (3.8).g

= �(��i(�t(xji�t+A))) fBy De�nition 3.2.g

= �(�t�i(xji�t+A)) fBy De�nition 3.1.g

= �i�t(xji�t+A) fBy De�nition 3.2.g

= �(x)[i� t] fBy De�nition 3.2.g

= �t(�(x))[i] fBy De�nition 3.1.g

for all x 2 FZ and all t; i 2 Z. Hence ! := � is translation invariant.

In the sequel, it is important that we make a distinction between translation invariant operators
that are �nitely supported and translation invariant operators that are not. We de�ne this property
as follows.

De�nition 3.3. A translation invariant operator ! : FZ ! FZ is called �nitely supported if there
exists at least one nonempty �nite subset A of Z and a function � : FA ! F such that ! = �.
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We can verify that for any nonempty subset A � Z and two functions � : FA ! F and �0 : FA ! F

we have that � = �0 if and only if � = �0. However, for two functions � : FA ! F and � : FB ! F

with A;B � Z and A 6= B, we could have � = �. As an example, consider the sets A = f0g and
B = f0; 1g. We de�ne a function � : FA ! F by �(u) = u[0] for all elements u in FA and we de�ne
a function � : FB ! F by �(v) = v[0] for all v 2 FB . Both � and � equal the identity operator.
However � is not equal to �; their domains are di�erent. The following theorem describes how this
problem can be circumvented in case � and � are �nitely supported.

Theorem 3.2. Let ! : FZ ! FZ be a �nitely supported translation invariant operator. Then there
exists a unique smallest nonempty set A � Z such that a function � : FA ! F with ! = � exists.

Proof. Let A! be the collection of nonempty sets A � Z for which there exists a function � : FA ! F

with ! = �:

A! :=
�
A � Z

�� 9� 2 Fun
�
FA;F

�
such that ! = �

	
:

The intersection of this collection of sets,
T
A!, is unique and clearly contained in every set in A!.

We will show that
T
A! 2 A! and hence prove that there indeed exists a unique smallest set A � Z

such that a function � : FA ! F with ! = � exists.
We will �rst prove that A;B 2 A! implies that A \ B 2 A! . So we choose two arbitrary sets

A;B 2 A! . This means that there exist two functions � : FA ! F and � : FB ! F such that
� = ! = �. Since � = �, we know that �(ujA) = �(ujB) for all u 2 FA[B . Now consider two elements
p; q 2 FA with pjA\B = qjA\B . Since pjA\B = qjA\B , we can �nd two elements u; v of FA[B with
ujA = p, vjA = q and ujB = vjB . We conclude that �(p) = �(q). So �(p) = �(q) for all p; q 2 FA

with pjA\B = qjA\B . This allows us to de�ne the function  : FA\B ! F by setting (r) := �(p) for
some p 2 FA with pjA\B = r. From this, it follows as well that  = �. Hence A \ B 2 A!.
We now know that the intersection of any �nite subcollection of A! is contained in A!. Due to

the fact that ! is �nitely supported, at least one set A� in A! is �nite. We use it to de�ne the �nite
collection of sets

A�
! :=

�
A� \ A

�� A 2 A!

	
:

Clearly A�
! is contained in A! and

T
A�
! =

T
A! . Since the collection of sets A�

! is �nite, we have
that

T
A�
! 2 A! and therefore that

T
A! 2 A!.

Using this result, we make the following de�nition.

De�nition 3.4. Let ! : FZ ! FZ be a translation invariant operator. If ! is �nitely supported then
the support of ! is the smallest nonempty subset A of Z such that there exists a function � : FA ! F

with � = !. We call the number of elements of this smallest set the support size of !.

So for a function � : FA ! F with A � Z �nite, the operator � has a support that is included in A.
This paper will make some comparisons between discrete wavelet transforms over �nite sets and

linear discrete wavelet transforms. To be precise, we will give an explicit de�nition of linearity. It is
based on the de�nition given in [6]. For more background information on linear algebra, we refer the
reader to [11].
We will assume that S is a commutative ring with unit element. The set F := Sn then becomes an

S-module. Furthermore, the set FA, where A � Z, is an S-module as well.

De�nition 3.5. Let the set S be a commutative ring with unit element and let F := Sn. An operator
! : FZ ! FZ is called linear if

!(x+ y) = !(x) + !(y) and !(a � x) = a � !(x) (3.11)

for all x; y 2 FZ and all a 2 S.
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Figure 8: The construction of �B : FA+B ! FB from � : FA ! F when A = f�2; 0; 1g and
B = f0; 2g.

If ! is a translation invariant operator and ! = � for a certain � : FA ! F with A � Z, then ! is
linear if and only if

�(u+ v) = �(u) + �(v) and �(a � u) = a � �(u) (3.12)

for all u; v 2 FA and all a 2 S. So ! is linear if and only if � is linear.

3.2 Composition of Translation Invariant Operators
Two translation invariant operators on FZ can be composed to obtain a third, which will be translation
invariant as well. If we interpret {as is described in Section 2{ two operators on FZ as n-channel
transforms from SZ into (SZ)n (F = Sn), then composition of two such operators has no natural
interpretation. This is due to the fact that a signal in FZ is interpreted di�erently before the transform
than after applying the the transform. However, if we do not consider this interpretation beforehand,
we can use composition to construct new translation invariant operators on FZ, and any such operator
can be interpreted as an n-channel transform.
To describe the composite operator e�ectively, we make the following de�nition.

De�nition 3.6. Let � : FA ! F be any function with A � Z. For any nonempty B � Z, we de�ne
the function �B : FA+B ! FB by

�B(u)[i] = �i(uji+A); 8u 2 FA+B ; 8i 2 B: (3.13)

The idea behind De�nition 3.6 is that we have

�(x)jB = �B(xjA+B); 8x 2 FZ: (3.14)

In other words, to be able to determine �(x)jB , we need to know only xjA+B . As a consequence we
have

�t(�
B(u)) = �t+B(�t(u)); 8u 2 FA+B ; 8t 2 Z: (3.15)

Please note that the functions �i and �fig are formally not equal. While �i is a function from the
domain Fi+A into F, �fig is a function from the domain Fi+A into Ffig. However, we do have
�fig(u)[i] = �i(u) for all u 2 Fi+A. Note as well that �Z is the same as �.
Let us expand on the example that is illustrated by Figure 7. We have a function � : FA ! F and

A = f�2; 0; 1g. If we choose B = f0; 2g, then A + B equals f�2; 0; 1; 2; 3g and �B : FA+B ! FB

satis�es

�B(u)[0] = �0(ujf�2;0;1g)

�B(u)[2] = �2(ujf0;2;3g)

for all u 2 FA+B . This is depicted in Figure 8.
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�(�(x))[i] � � � � � � � � � � � � Æ � Æ � � � � � � � � �
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Figure 9: The composition � Æ � for � : Ff�2;0g ! F and � : Ff�1;0;2g ! F.

Theorem 3.3. Let A;B � Z and let � : FA ! F and � : FB ! F be two functions. Then we have
that � Æ � = , where  : FA+B ! F is de�ned by  := � Æ �B .

Proof. By using the respective de�nitions, Equation (3.14) and Equation (3.15), we obtain

�(�(x))[i] = �i(�(x)ji+B) fBy De�nition 3.2.g

= �i(�i+B(xji+A+B)) fBy Equation (3.14).g

= �(��i(�
i+B(xji+A+B))) fBy De�nition 3.2.g

= �(�B(��i(xji+A+B))) fBy Equation (3.15).g

= (��i(xji+A+B)) fBy de�nition of .g

= i(xji+A+B) fBy De�nition 3.2.g

= (x)[i] fBy De�nition 3.2.g

for all signals x 2 FZ and all i 2 Z.

Consider two operators !;  : FZ ! FZ that are translation invariant and have support A and B
respectively. According to the above theorem, the support C of their composition  Æ ! is included
in A+ B; however, it might be smaller. For example, if jAj; jBj > 1 and  = !�1, then jA+ Bj > 1,
while jCj = jf0gj = 1.
To illustrate Theorem 3.3, let � : Ff�2;0g ! F and � : Ff�1;0;2g ! F be two functions. Figure 9

shows how the composition � Æ� is constructed. The calculation of �(�(x))[4] is highlighted. We start
by evaluating

�3(xjf1;3g); �4(xjf2;4g) and �6(xjf4;6g);

which are the function values of �f3;4;6g(xjf1;2;3;4;6g). Then we calculate

�(�(x))[4] = �4(�(x)jf3;4;6g) = �4(�f3;4;6g(xjf1;2;3;4;6g)):

3.3 Bijective Translation Invariant Operators
Until now, we have merely given a de�nition of a translation invariant wavelet transform. To be able
to �nd explicit examples, we need to provide the proper tools. Since the framework we work in is
very general, this is diÆcult without any further assumptions. We cannot, for example, exploit a ring
structure on the function values of signals. What remains are primarily techniques from combinatorial
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theory and group algebra. They are used in this subsection to state some strong necessary, but not
suÆcient, conditions on translation invariant bijective operators.
As we have seen, every translation invariant operator ! : FZ ! FZ can be constructed from a

function � : FA ! F. Since we are interested in translation invariant bijective operators, it is natural
to ask for which functions � : FA ! F the operator � is bijective. This subsection will look at a
property of � that can be used to identify a large group of functions � for which � is not bijective.
Let A be a nonempty subset of Z and let � : FA ! F be a function. In addition, we choose another

nonempty subset B of Z and consider the function �B : FA+B ! FB as de�ned in the previous
subsection. The function �B decomposes its domain FA+B into a number of (possibly empty) subsets

Uv :=
�
u 2 FA+B

�� �B(u) = v
	
; v 2 FB :

If every set Uv is nonempty then the collection of sets fUvgv2FB is a partition of FA+B . If every set
in this partition has the same cardinality then we say that � satis�es the equipartition condition for
the set B.

De�nition 3.7. Let A be a nonempty subset of Z and let � : FA ! F be a function. The function
� is said to satisfy the equipartition condition for a nonempty subset B of Z if the sets

Uv :=
�
u 2 FA+B

�� �B(u) = v
	
; v 2 FB (3.16)

all have the same cardinality.

We will prove that every � : FA ! F, for which � is bijective, satis�es the equipartition condition
for any nonempty subset B of Z. The following technical lemma will be used in this proof.

Lemma 3.4. Let the collection of sets fAij i 2 Ig be a partition of the set A and let fBj j j 2 Jg be
a partition of B. Furthermore, suppose that for all i 2 I and j 2 J , the cardinality of Ai and Bj are
equal. Then the cardinality of A and B are equal if and only if the cardinality of I and J are equal.

Proof. Suppose that the cardinality of A and B are equal. Because Ai and Bj also have the same
cardinality, there exists a bijection f : A! B such that for all i 2 I we have f(Ai) = Bj for a unique
j 2 J depending on i. This means that g : I ! J , (well) de�ned by

g(i) = j () f(Ai) = Bj ;

is bijective as well. Thus the cardinality of I and J are the same.
Conversely, suppose that the cardinality of I and J are equal. Then there exists a bijection g : I ! J .

Since the cardinality of Ai and Bg(i) are the same, there exists a bijection fi : Ai ! Bg(i) as well. It
follows that function f : A ! B, (well) de�ned by f jAi

:= fi, is bijective. Thus A and B have the
same cardinality.

The following theorem states that the equipartition condition for a set B is stronger when the set
B is larger.

Theorem 3.5. Let A and B be nonempty subsets of Z and let � : FA ! F be a function. If � satis�es
the equipartition condition for B then

1. � satis�es the equipartition condition for any nonempty subset of B and

2. � satis�es the equipartition condition for any translation of B.

Proof of 1. Let C be a nonempty subset of B. In this proof, we will use the letter u for elements in
FA+B , v for elements in FB , p for elements in FA+C and the letter q for elements in FC . Let the
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collection of sets fUvgv2FB be de�ned as is De�nition 3.7 and let the collection of sets fPqgq2FC be
de�ned by

Pq :=
�
p 2 FA+C

�� �C(p) = q
	
:

In order to prove the �rst part of the theorem, we assume that the sets Uv, v 2 FB all have the same
cardinality and we will show that the sets Pq , q 2 FC have the same cardinality as well.
For any q 2 FC , the collection of sets fUvj v 2 FB and vjC = qg is a partition of the set

U 0
q :=

�
u 2 FA+B

�� �B(u)jC = q
	
:

Since all the sets Uv have equal cardinality and for every q 2 FC the index set fv 2 FB j vjC = qg has
the same cardinality, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that all the sets U 0

q have equal cardinality as well.
Observe that u 2 U 0

q if and only if ujA+C 2 Pq . Hence the collection of setsn�
u 2 FA+B

�� ujA+C = p
	��� p 2 Pqo

is a partition of U 0
q. Every class in the partition has equal cardinality (independent of q), so it follows

from Lemma 3.4 that all the sets Pq have equal cardinality.

Proof of 2. Let C be a translation of B: t + C = B for some t 2 Z. Again, we will use the letter u
for elements in FA+B , v for elements in FB , p for elements in FA+C and the letter q for elements in
FC . We de�ne the collection of sets fUvgv2FB and fPqgq2FC as previously. To prove the second part
of the theorem, we assume that the sets Uv, v 2 FB all have the same cardinality and we will show
that the sets Pq , q 2 FC have the same cardinality as well.
We accomplish this by proving that every set Pq is in one-to-one correspondence with some set Uv,

namely U�t(q). Note that q 2 FC implies �t(q) 2 Ft+C = FB . We claim that the aforementioned
correspondence is given by �t. Since �t is bijective, we need only prove that �t(Pq) = U�t(q).
First, we show that �t(Pq) � U�t(q). So let p 2 Pq . Obviously �t(p) 2 Ft+A+C = FA+B . Further-

more, we have that

�B(�t(p)) = �t+C(�t(p)):

By Equation (3.15) we have

�t+C(�t(p)) = �t(�
C(p)) = �t(q):

In other words, �t(p) 2 U�t(q). Second, to show that �t(Pq) � U�t(q), we can prove that P��t(q) �
��t(Uq). This is done analogously.

As a consequence of Theorem 3.5 we have the following.

Corollary 3.6. Let A be a nonempty subset of Z and let � : FA ! F be a function. If � is bijective,
then � satis�es the equipartition condition for every nonempty subset of Z.

Proof. Note that � equals �Z. The result follows directly from Theorem 3.5 and the fact that the sets�
x 2 FZ

�� �Z(x) = y
	

have cardinality 1 for all y 2 FZ.

It is noteworthy that there exist functions � : FA ! F which satisfy the equipartition condition
for every nonempty subset of Z, but for which � is not bijective. An example is the case F = f0; 1g,
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S

�

S � T CG(T )

K

=�

�

H

=

�

�

G� Fun(FZ;FZ)�

T

Figure 10: The relations between various subgroups of G. The symbol `�' is used to denote `is a
normal subgroup of', the symbol `�' means `is a subgroup of' and `�' is used to denote `is isomorphic
to'. In addition, S � T stands for the internal direct product of S and T and the notation CG(T ) is
used for the centralizer of T in G.

the �eld with two elements, and the function � : Ff0;1g ! F, de�ned by �(u)[0] = u[0] + u[1] for all
u 2 Ff0;1g. The operator � is surjective, but not injective. It can be shown that����x 2 FZ

�� �(x) = y
	��� = 2 (3.17)

for all y 2 FZ.
An interesting question about translation invariant bijective operators is how their support is related

to the support of their inverse. A �rst naive guess is that if the support of a translation invariant
bijective operator ! : FZ ! FZ is A then the support of !�1 is �A. However, this is not true. A
counterexample is given in the next section. Even an attempt to prove that the inverse of a �nitely
supported translation invariant bijective operator is �nitely supported was unsuccessful. So this
remains an open question. A trivial relation between the support of a translation invariant bijective
operator and the support of its inverse is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 3.7. Let ! : FZ ! FZ be a translation invariant bijective operator with support A. Then
the inverse !�1 is translation invariant and its support has at least one element in common with �A.

Proof. The translation invariance of !�1 is trivially proved. We have for all t 2 Z

!�1 Æ �t = (��t Æ !)
�1 = (! Æ ��t)

�1 = �t Æ !
�1:

Let B be the support of !�1. It follows from Theorem 3.3 that the support of !�1 Æ ! is included
in A + B. Since !�1 Æ ! is the identity mapping on FZ, it has support f0g. We easily verify that
0 2 A+B if and only if �A \B is nonempty.

We could also look at translation invariant bijective operators from a group theoretical point of
view. This is not relevant for the remainder of this paper, but might still be interesting. The bijective
operators in Fun(FZ;FZ) form a group G under composition. We can identify the following subgroups
of G.

1. The set H of translation invariant bijective operators.

2. The set K of translation invariant bijective operators with support size one.

3. The set S of translation invariant bijective operators with support f0g.
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4. The set T of translations.

The subgroup S is isomorphic to SjFj, the symmetric group of degree jFj. Both S and T are normal
subgroups of K and K is the internal direct product of S and T . The subgroup K is in turn a
subgroup of H . In addition T is a normal subgroup of H and H is the centralizer of T in G. These
relations are shown if Figure 10. For an introduction to these algebraic concepts, we refer the reader
to [12].
These assertions are not diÆcult to prove. It is obvious that the set of bijective operators G �

Fun(FZ;FZ) together with the composition operator forms a group. It is easily veri�ed that T is a
subgroup of G. By de�nition, H is the centralizer of T in G. Hence T is a normal subgroup of H and
H is a subgroup of G.
Let us prove that the set of translation invariant bijective operators with support one K � H is a

subgroup of H . We choose two elements !;  2 K. Since the supports of both ! and  has size one,
there exist functions � : Ffag ! F and � : Ffbg ! F with a; b 2 Z, such that ! = � and  = �.
Using Theorem 3.3, we conclude that  Æ ! has support fa+ bg and thus that it contained in K. So
K is closed under composition. To prove that the inverse of ! is contained in K is conceptually not
diÆcult, but notationally a bit awkward. First, note that for any function � : Ffag ! F, we have that
� is bijective if and only if � is bijective. Furthermore, we can rewrite the the function � : Ffag ! F

into a function f : F! F by identifying an element u of Ffag with the element u[a] of F:

f(u[a]) := �(u); 8u 2 Ffag:

This function f is bijective as well. Now we de�ne the function �� : Ff�ag ! F by

��(v) = f�1(v[�a]); 8v 2 Ff�ag:

We have that �� is the inverse of �.
We now show that S and T are normal subgroups of K. It is readily veri�ed that both the set

S � K of translation invariant bijective operators with support f0g and the set of translations T � K
are subgroups of K. Since T is a normal subgroup of H and K is a subgroup of H , T is also a normal
subgroup of K. Now choose an element � of S and an element ! of K. Observe that the support of
! Æ� Æ!�1 is f0g. Hence !S!�1 � S for all ! 2 K and we proved that S is a normal subgroup of K.
To prove that K is the internal direct product of its normal subgroups S and T , we verify that

the intersection of S and T contains only the identity element. What remains it showing that the set
ST := f� Æ � j � 2 S and � 2 Tg equals K. We easily verify that ST � K. Conversely any element
! 2 K with support fag satis�es ! = ! Æ ��a Æ �a. Since the support of ! Æ ��a is f0g, it is a member
of S and consequently K � ST .
Finally, we prove that the group S of translation invariant bijective operators with support f0g is

in isomorphic to the symmetric group of degree jFj. We trivially have that the group S� of bijections
on F is isomorphic to SjFj. So we de�ne a mapping � : S� ! S by

�(�)(x)[i] = �(x[i]); 8� 2 S�; 8x 2 FZ; 8i 2 Z:

We have that �(� Æ �) = �(�) Æ �(�) for all �; � 2 S�, hence � is a homomorphism. In addition, we
can verify that � is injective as well as surjective. This means that � is an isomorphism, which is
what we wanted to show.

4. Example

This section will study two translation invariant bijective operators in detail. It is an example of the
theory presented in the previous two sections. The two operators will be applied to the rows and
columns of an image to obtain a two dimensional decomposition.
In this example we consider a two-channel binary wavelet transform and its inverse. This means

that we have S = f0; 1g and F = S2 = f(0; 0); (0; 1); (1; 0); (1; 1)g. Furthermore, we de�ne the
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u[0] u[1] �(u) u[0] u[1] �(u) u[0] u[1] �(u) u[0] u[1] �(u)
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,1) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,1) (0,0) (0,0)
(0,0) (0,1) (1,0) (0,1) (0,1) (0,1) (1,0) (0,1) (0,1) (1,1) (0,1) (0,1)
(0,0) (1,0) (0,1) (0,1) (1,0) (1,1) (1,0) (1,0) (1,1) (1,1) (1,0) (1,1)
(0,0) (1,1) (1,1) (0,1) (1,1) (1,0) (1,0) (1,1) (1,0) (1,1) (1,1) (1,0)

Table 1: The de�nition of the function � : FA ! F with A = f0; 1g. For each element u 2 FA, the
value of �(u) 2 F is given.
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Figure 11: The construction of the functions � Æ �B : FA+B ! F and � Æ �A : FA+B ! F.

function � : FA ! F with A = f0; 1g by giving a list of its function values. This is done in Table 1.
The function � : FB ! F with B = f�2;�1g is de�ned as a translation of �: � = � Æ �2.
From the function � and �, we can construct the translation invariant operators � : FZ ! FZ and

� : FZ ! FZ. Because � = �Æ�2 we have � = � Æ�2. We claim that both these operators are bijective
and that ��1 = �. To verify this, we must demonstrate that both � Æ � and � Æ � equal the identity
operator. Theorem 3.3 shows that

� Æ � = � Æ �B ;

� Æ � = � Æ �A:

In other words, we have to show that the functions � Æ �B : FA+B ! F and � Æ �A : FA+B ! F as
depicted in Figure 11 satisfy

�(�B(u)) = u[0]; 8u 2 FA+B ;

�(�A(v)) = v[0]; 8v 2 FA+B :

We can do this by simply verifying these two equations for every element u 2 FA+B and every element
v 2 FA+B . As an example for the �rst equation, suppose u 2 FA+B is given by u[�2] = (0; 0),
u[�1] = (0; 1) and u[0] = (0; 0). Then �B(u)[�2] = (1; 0) and �B(u)[�1] = (0; 0) and subsequently
�(�B(u)) = (0; 0), which is equal to u[0]. For the second equation, consider v 2 FA+B given by
v[�2] = (1; 1), v[�1] = (1; 1) and v[0] = (0; 1). Now �A(v)[0] = (1; 0) and �A(v)[1] = (0; 1) and
�(�A(v)) = (0; 1), which is equal to v[0].
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Table 1 gives a nice demonstration of Corollary 3.6 as well. We easily check that the set�
u 2 FA

�� �(u) = v
	

has four elements for every v 2 F. Since � is a translation of �, we see as well that the set�
v 2 FB

�� �(v) = u
	

also has four elements for every u 2 F.
It is noteworthy that neither of the operators � and � is linear. In this example we have that

S = f0; 1g. So if we use modulo 2 arithmetic on S, then S certainly is a commutative ring with unit
element; it even is a �eld. To show that, for example, the operator � is not linear, we can consider
the elements u; v 2 FA given by

u[0] = (0; 0) u[1] = (0; 1)

v[0] = (0; 1) v[1] = (0; 0):

We observe that one the one hand we have

�(u) + �(v) = (1; 0) + (0; 0) = (1 + 0; 0 + 0) = (1; 0):

On the other hand, since

(u+ v)[0] = u[0] + v[0] = (0; 0) + (0; 1) = (0 + 0; 0 + 1) = (0; 1) and

(u+ v)[1] = u[1] + v[1] = (0; 1) + (0; 0) = (0 + 0; 1 + 0) = (0; 1);

we have �(u+ v) = (0; 1). A similar observation can be made for the operator �.
If we want to use the operators � or � on binary images, we have to overcome some problems.

First of all, images are two dimensional, while our operators work on one dimensional signals. We
solve this by applying the operators �rst on every row and then on every column. This is a common
technique in signal processing. In wavelet literature, such a two dimensional transform is usually
called a separable wavelet transform [13]. Secondly, the function values of binary images are elements
of S, while � and � work on signals with function values in F. This is solved as described in Section 2,
by `preprocessing' with the signal merge operator sm2 : SZ ! FZ or the channel merge operator
cm2 : (SZ)2 ! FZ and `post processing' with the signal split operator ss2 : FZ ! SZ or the channel
split operator cs2 : FZ ! (SZ)2. Lastly, both the rows and columns of an image are only de�ned
on an interval of Z while all the operators work on signals that are de�ned on Z. We work around
this problem by extending the image periodically so that it is de�ned on Z. As will be explained
in Section 5, this a valid approach since translation invariant operators map p-periodic signals to
q-periodic signals, where q is a divisor of p.
Figure 12 shows the application of the operator � to the rows of a binary image. The top left shows

the original image (that is, one period of the original image). Black pixels denote function values
0 2 S, white pixels denote 1 2 S. First, the signal merge operator is applied to the rows to make the
rows signals in FZ. The result is shown in the top right in Figure 12. Here (0; 0) 2 F is represented by
black, (0; 1) 2 F by dark gray, (1; 0) 2 F by light gray and (1; 1) 2 F is represented by white pixels.
Then, the operator � is applied to the rows of the image. The result is in the lower right of the �gure.
The four gray levels refer to the same elements of F as previously. Last, the channel split operator is
applied to the rows to obtain two binary images. The lower left of Figure 12 shows the result. The left
image is the approximation channel, the right is the detail. As can be expected, white pixels denote
1 2 S, black pixels denote 0 2 S. We can duplicate this entire procedure for the columns of both the
approximation image and the detail image thus obtained. This process is depicted in Figure 13.
Since � is a bijective operator, we can reverse this decomposition of the binary image into an

approximation image and three detail images. This is also shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13. We
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Figure 12: The application of the operator cs2 Æ� Æ sm2 : SZ ! (SZ)2 on the rows of a binary image
to obtain a two-channel decomposition. The original image can be reconstructed by applying the
operator ss2 Æ� Æ cm2 : (SZ)2 ! SZ on every pair of rows of the decomposition.
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Figure 13: The application of the operator cs2 Æ� Æ sm2 : SZ ! (SZ)2 on the columns of two binary
images to obtain a two-channel decomposition of each. The original images can be reconstructed by
applying the operator ss2 Æ� Æ cm2 : (SZ)2 ! SZ on every pair of columns of each decomposition.
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Figure 14: The same as Figure 12, but zoomed in on a part of the image.
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Figure 15: The same as Figure 13, but zoomed in on a part of the image.
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E1 E2 E3 � � � Ep � � �

E1

Figure 16: The partition of the collection of equivalence classes E .

have to start by vertically merging the images into two images by using the channel merge operator
on the columns, then use the inverse of �, that is �, on the columns and subsequently apply the
signal split operator on the columns. We then merge the two binary images thus obtained by using
the channel merge operator on the rows, continue by applying � on the rows and �nish by using the
signal split operator on the rows. The image thus obtained is equal to the original image. For a more
detailed view of this process, we refer to Figure 14 and Figure 15, that show a part of the image of
the house, namely the window.

5. Equivalence Classes of Signals

This section studies the way translation invariant operators act on translation invariant equivalence
classes of signals. As a result, we will be able to derive an upper bound for the number of translation
invariant bijective operators. Our starting point is the de�nition of an equivalence relation on the
signal space FZ.

De�nition 5.1. We de�ne the relation � on FZ by

x � y () 9t 2 Z such that �t(x) = y: (5.1)

In other words, two signals are related through� if one is a translation of the other. It is obvious that
this de�nes an equivalence relation. The collection of equivalence classes of the equivalence relation
� on FZ is denoted by E . This collection forms a partition of the signal space. An equivalence class
E 2 E comprises all translates �t(x) of some element x of the signal space. If x is periodic with period
p, then E contains p elements. Otherwise, if x is aperiodic, E is in�nite.

De�nition 5.2. For all p 2 N, we de�ne the collection Ep � E by

Ep := fE 2 Ej E has p elementsg: (5.2)

The collection E1 � E is de�ned by

E1 := fE 2 Ej E is not �niteg: (5.3)

Note that the collections Ep, p 2 N, together with the collection E1 form a partition of the collection
E . This is depicted in Figure 16. By de�nition, for p 2 N all the equivalence classes in Ep, have the
same cardinality (namely p). Likewise for the equivalence classes in E1. We easily verify that every
equivalence class in E1 has the same cardinality as Z.
Translation invariant operators on the signal space map equivalence classes to equivalence classes.

Moreover, a p-periodic equivalence class is mapped to a q-periodic equivalence class, where q is a
divisor of p (notation q j p).

Theorem 5.1. Let ! : FZ ! FZ be a translation invariant operator. If E 2 E, then !(E) 2 E.
Moreover, if E 2 Ep with p 2 N, then there exists a q j p such that !(E) 2 Eq.

Proof. Suppose that E 2 E and choose a signal x 2 E. Since E is a partition of the signal space, there
exists an F 2 E such that y := !(x) 2 F . For every x0 2 E there exists a t 2 Z such that x0 = �t(x).
This means that !(x0) = !(�t(x)) = �t(!(x)) = �t(y) 2 F . So !(E) � F . On the other hand, for
every y0 2 F there exists a t 2 Z such that y0 = �t(y). This means that there exists an element x0 2 E
such that !(x0) = y0, namely x0 = �t(x). Thus !(E) � F .
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Now suppose that E 2 Ep for some p 2 N and let y be a signal in F := !(E) 2 E . There exists an
x 2 E such that !(x) = y. Since x is p-periodic, we have �p(x) = x. It follows that �p(y) = y. So y is
periodic and its period q is a divisor of p. Hence F 2 Eq for a divisor q of p.

It follows from the above proposition that we can make the following de�nition.

De�nition 5.3. For a translation invariant operator ! : FZ ! FZ , we de�ne e! : E ! E by

e!(E) = !(E): (5.4)

The next theorem shows that we can more or less reverse the last statement of Theorem 5.1.

Theorem 5.2. Let � : E ! E have the property that if E 2 Ep with p 2 N, then �(E) 2 Eq for a
certain q j p. Then there exists a translation invariant operator ! : FZ ! FZ with e! = �.

Proof. We de�ne an operator ! : FZ ! FZ by specifying !jE for each E 2 E . This is a valid approach
since E is a partition of the domain FZ of !. The Axiom of Choice states that for each E 2 E we
can choose one x 2 E and one y 2 �(E). Next, we de�ne !(�(x)) := �(y) for all translations � . This
indeed de�nes !jE since E = f�t(x)j t 2 Zg. Moreover, the de�nition is not ambiguous because if x
is p-periodic, then y is q-periodic for some divisor q of p. It is readily veri�ed that ! thus de�ned is
translation invariant and satis�es e! = �.

We will now prove some properties of the function e! associated with a translation invariant operator
! : FZ ! FZ.

Theorem 5.3. Let ! : FZ ! FZ be a translation invariant operator. If e! is injective, then e!(Ep) = Ep
for all p 2 N and e!(E1) � E1.

Proof. To have a convenient notation, we de�ne the collection of equivalence classes

E�p :=

p[
i=1

Ei =
�
E 2 E

�� jEj � p
	
:

Since j!(E)j � jEj for all E 2 E , we know that e!(E�p ) � E�p . Every set E�p is �nite and e! is injective,
thus e!(E�p ) = E�p . Because the sets E

�
p�1 and Ep are disjoint and e! is injective, the sets e!(E�p�1) = E�p�1

and e!(Ep) are disjoint. Thus e!(Ep) = E�p n E
�
p�1 = Ep. The sets E1 and Ep are disjoint for every p 2 N

and e! is injective, thus e!(E1) � E1.

It is important to realize that the proof of Theorem 5.3 uses the fact that the set F is �nite. One
of the consequences of Theorem 5.3 is the next theorem. It tells us that the all the information about
injectivity and surjectivity of a translation invariant operator ! on the signal space is contained in e!.
A second application of the theorem will be described in the next section.

Theorem 5.4. Let ! : FZ ! FZ be a translation invariant operator. Then the following statements
hold:

1. ! is injective if and only if e! is injective.

2. ! is surjective if and only if e! is surjective.

Proof of 1. Suppose that ! is injective. Any injective function maps two disjoint subsets of its domain
to two disjoint subsets of its range. So ! maps two distinct equivalence classes E and E0 to two distinct
equivalence classes !(E) and !(E0). This means that e!(E) 6= e!(E0) if E 6= E0.
Conversely, suppose that e! is injective. We consider a pair of signals x and x0 with !(x) = !(x0). We

�rst show that both signals are in the same equivalence class. Recall that the collection of equivalence
classes E forms a partition of the signal space, so both x and x0 are a member of some equivalence
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class. Say x 2 E and x0 2 E0. Since !(x) = !(x0), we know !(E) = !(E0). Since e! is injective, we
must have E = E0.
We will now show that x = x0. To that end, we distinguish between two cases. The �rst case

is that x; x0 2 E 2 Ep for some p 2 N. We learn from Theorem 5.3 that e!(Ep) = Ep. Hence
j!(E)j = jEj <1. So !jE is injective and x = x0. The second case is x; x0 2 E 2 E1. Since x and x0

are in the same equivalence class, there exists a t 2 Z with x0 = �t(x). It follows that !(x) = �t(!(x)).
By Theorem 5.3, e!(E1) � E1. This means that !(x) is aperiodic. We conclude that t = 0 and
x = x0.

Proof of 2. Suppose that ! is surjective and choose any F 2 E . Now choose some element y 2 F .
Since ! is surjective, there exists an x 2 FZ such that !(x) = y. This x belongs to some equivalence
class, say E. We know that !(E) = F , thus e!(E) = F .
Conversely, suppose that e! is surjective and choose any y 2 FZ. This signal y belongs to some

equivalence class, say F . Since e! is surjective, there exists an equivalence class E such that e!(E) = F .
It follows that there exists an x 2 E such that !(x) = y.

In general, a function is injective if and only if it has (at least) one left inverse. Similarly, a function
is surjective if and only if it has (at least) one right inverse. The latter statement is equivalent to the
Axiom of Choice. In the case of translation invariant operators on FZ, the following theorem states
when injective and surjective operators have translation invariant left and right inverses, respectively.

Theorem 5.5. Let ! : FZ ! FZ be a translation invariant operator. Then the following statements
hold:

1. If ! is injective then it has a translation invariant left inverse.

2. If ! is surjective then it has a translation invariant right inverse if and only if e!(Ep) = Ep for
all p 2 N and E1 � e!(E1).

Proof. To prove the �rst statement, let ! : FZ ! FZ be an injective translation invariant operator.
We can restrict the codomain of ! to its image and obtain !� : F

Z ! !(FZ). This is a (translation
invariant) bijective function and we will refer to its inverse by !�1

� : !(FZ)! FZ, which is translation
invariant as well. We now de�ne the operator  : FZ ! FZ by

 (y) =

(
!�1
� (y) if y 2 !(FZ)

y if y =2 !(FZ):

It is clear that  Æ ! is the identity operator, so  is a left inverse of !. Moreover, it can be easily
veri�ed that  is translation invariant.
To prove the second statement, we assume that ! : FZ ! FZ is a surjective translation invariant

operator. Suppose in addition that ! has a translation invariant right inverse  : FZ ! FZ. So
! Æ is the identity operator on FZ. Moreover e! Æ e is the identity operator on E . Since e has a left
inverse, namely e!, it is injective. Thus it follows from Theorem 5.3 that e (Ep) = Ep for all p 2 N. We

conclude that Ep = e!( e (Ep)) = e!(Ep) for all p 2 N. Since e! is surjective, we also have E1 � e!(E1).
Conversely, suppose in addition to that fact that ! : FZ ! FZ is a surjective translation invariant

operator, that e!(Ep) = Ep for all p 2 N and E1 � e!(E1). We must show that ! has a translation
invariant right inverse. We de�ne an operator  : FZ ! FZ by �rst specifying  on the periodic
signals and then specifying  on every aperiodic equivalence class E 2 E1. For ease of notation, let
us de�ne the set of p-periodic signals Pp :=

S
Ep and the set of all periodic signals P :=

S
p2N Pp.

Since e!(Ep) = Ep for all p 2 N, we know that !(Pp) = Pp for all p 2 N. The set of signals Pp
is �nite, so ! is a one-to-one-correspondence between Pp and Pp. Consequently, since fPpgp2N is
a partition of P , ! is also a one-to-one-correspondence between P and P . This allows us to de�ne
 jP := (!jP )

�1. Now choose any aperiodic equivalence class E 2 E1. Since e!(E1) contains E1, there
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exists at least one E� 2 E1 such that e!(E�) = E. Using the Axiom of Choice, we choose such a set
E�. Since both E� and E are aperiodic and ! is translation invariant, we know that ! is a one-to-one
correspondence between the sets E� and E. So we can de�ne  jE := (!jE�)

�1. It it clear that  thus
de�ned is a right inverse of ! and that  is translation invariant.

We have seen that for any translation invariant bijective operator ! : FZ ! FZ, we have that

e!(Ep) = Ep; 8p 2 N:

We can relate this property to the equipartition condition as de�ned in Section 3. To that end we
de�ne the permutation condition.

De�nition 5.4. Let A be a nonempty �nite subset of Z and let � : FA ! F be a function. The
function � satis�es the permutation condition for a nonempty �nite subset B of Z if

e�(Ep) = Ep; 8p j c; (5.5)

where c is the size of the smallest interval that contains A+B.

We immediately see from the de�nition that if a function � satis�es the permutation condition for
a particular set B, it also satis�es the permutation condition for any translate t + B of B. We will
prove that the permutation condition implies the equipartition condition and to that end we need the
following technical lemma.

Lemma 5.6. Let A � Z be a �nite interval with a := jAj elements. Let Da � FZ be the set of
p-periodic signals whose period p divides a. Then the mapping

� : Da ! FA; �(x) := xjA (5.6)

is a one-to-one correspondence between the set Da and the set FA.

Proof. We choose two periodic signals x; y 2 FZ, with both periods a divisor of a. Then �ka(x) = x
and �ka(y) = y for all k 2 Z. Now we assume that �(x) = xjA = yjA = �(y). This implies that
xjka+A = yjka+A for all k 2 Z. Because A is an interval, this means x = y and we have proved that
� is injective.
To prove that the mapping is surjective, we choose any u 2 FA. We now de�ne x 2 FZ by

x[ka + i] := u[i], for all i 2 A and k 2 Z. Due to the fact that A is an interval with a elements, x
is well de�ned. We have that �ka(x) = x for all k 2 Z. Hence x is an q-periodic signal for a certain
divisor q of a. By de�nition of x, we have �(x) = xjA = u, thus � is surjective.

Theorem 5.7. Let A and B be two nonempty �nite subsets of Z and let � : FA ! F be a function.
If � satis�es the permutation condition for B then � satis�es the equipartition condition for B.

Proof. The �rst three steps of this proof are very similar. Their general idea is as follows. Suppose
we have two sets X and Y and a bijective mapping f : X ! Y . If fXigi2I is a partition of X with
subsets Xi of equal cardinality, then ff(Xi)gi2I is a partition of Y with equally sized subsets.
We �rst construct a set and a partition of that set with subsets of equal cardinality. Observe that,

since A and B are both �nite, A + B is �nite. Let C the smallest interval that contains A + B.
The interval C is �nite as well and we de�ne c := jCj. Now we choose an integer t 2 A. Since the
Minkowski addition of A and B is contained in C, we have that B � t + C. Let fWvgv2FB be the
collection of subsets of Ft+C de�ned by

Wv :=
�
w 2 Ft+C

�� wjB = v
	
; v 2 FB :

This collection of sets forms a partition of Ft+C . Moreover, all the sets in the collection have the same
cardinality.
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Let Dc � FZ be the set of p-periodic signals whose period p divides c. Consider the mapping
�t+C : Dc ! Ft+C de�ned by �t+C(y) := yjt+C . Lemma 5.6 shows that this mapping is a one-to-one
correspondence. Hence we can use �t+C to construct the partition f��1

t+C(Wv)gv2FB of Dc from the

partition fWvgv2FB of Ft+C . In addition, the sets in this partition all have the same cardinality.
Observe that, if we de�ne

Yv :=
�
y 2 Dc

�� yjB = v
	
; v 2 FB ;

we have �t+C(Yv) =Wv . Hence fYvgv2FB is a partition of Dc with equally sized parts.
Since � satis�es the permutation condition for B, we have that �(Dc) = Dc. The set of signals

Dc is �nite, so the operator � : Dc ! Dc de�ned by �(x) = �(x) is bijective. We use � to create
the partition f��1(Yv)gv2FB of Dc. The sets in this partition have equal cardinality as well. Now we
de�ne

Xv :=
�
x 2 Dc

�� �(x)jB = v
	
; v 2 FB :

Since �(Xv) = Yv, the collection of sets fXvgv2FB is a partition of Dc with the property that all the
sets in the collection have the same cardinality.
Now consider the mapping �C : Dc ! FC de�ned by �C(x) := xjC . Lemma 5.6 proves that this

mapping is bijective. So we can use �C to form the partition f�C(Xv)gv2FB of FC from the partition
fXvgv2FB of Dc. Again, the sets in this partition all have the same cardinality. We proceed by
de�ning

Uv :=
�
u 2 FC

�� �B(ujA+B) = v
	
; v 2 FB :

Because �(x)jB = �B(xjA+B) (Equation (3.14)), we have �C(Xv) = Uv. Consequently, fUvgv2FB is
a partition of FC with equally sized parts.
For the �nal step, we de�ne the collection of sets fU 0

vgv2FB by

U 0
v :=

�
u0 2 FA+B

�� �B(u0) = v
	
; v 2 FB :

Observe that u 2 Uv if and only if ujA+B 2 U 0
v. In addition, for any u0 2 FA+B , the number of

elements of fu 2 FC j ujA+B = u0g is jFC j divided by jFA+B j. This number, which we will denote
by d, does not depend on u. We conclude that d jU 0

vj = jUv j for all v 2 FB . As a result every set in
the collection fU 0

vgv2FB has the same cardinality. In other words, we have proved that � satis�es the
equipartition condition for B.

6. Enumerating Translation Invariant Operators

With the theory developed so far, it is not feasible to enumerate translation invariant bijective oper-
ators on FZ directly. However, this section will establish some upper bounds for their number. Both
Corollary 3.6 and Theorem 5.3 will be used for accomplishing this. Furthermore, the computation of
upper bounds suggests a method for the construction of translation invariant bijective operators.
We start by �xing some �nite subset A of Z and consider only translation invariant operators with

support included in A. For this section we de�ne four sets of operators.

De�nition 6.1. Let A be a nonempty �nite subset of Z.

1. The set T (A) is the set of translation invariant operators on FZ with support included in A:

T (A) :=
�
�
�� � 2 Fun

�
FA;F

�	
: (6.1)

2. The set Te(A) consists of those operators � 2 T (A) for which � 2 Fun(FA;F) satis�es the
equipartition condition for f0g.
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Figure 17: Venn diagram of the sets T (A), Te(A), Tp(A) and Tb(A).

3. The set Tp(A) contains those operators � 2 T (A) for which � 2 Fun(FA;F) satis�es the per-
mutation condition for f0g.

4. The set Tb(A) contains the bijective elements of T (A).

We are primarily interested in the set Tb(A). We de�ned the sets Te(A) and Tp(A) simply because
they both contain Tb(A) and we can count them. Indeed, Corollary 3.6 shows that Tb(A) � Te(A)
and Theorem 5.3 shows that Tb(A) � Tp(A). Furthermore, Theorem 5.7 learns that Tp(A) � Te(A).
We conclude that

Tb(A) � Tp(A) � Te(A) � T (A); (6.2)

which is depicted in Figure 17.

6.1 Enumerations
It follows Equation (6.2) that

jTb(A)j � jTp(A)j � jTe(A)j � jT (A)j: (6.3)

Thus jTp(A)j gives us a better upper bound for the number of translation invariant bijective operators,
i.e. jTb(A)j, than jTe(A)j. However, we can only calculate jTp(A)j in case A is an interval. So if A is
not an interval, we can use jTe(A)j. The following three theorems count T (A), Te(A) and Tp(A).

Theorem 6.1. Let A � Z be a �nite set with a := jAj elements. Then

jT (A)j = jFjjFj
a

: (6.4)

Proof. An obvious bijective mapping between the set of functions Fun(FA;F) and the set of operators
T (A) is given by � 7! �. Therefore

jT (A)j = jFun(FA;F)j = jFjjF
Aj = jFjjFj

a

:

Theorem 6.2. Let A � Z be a �nite set with a := jAj elements. Then

jTe(A)j =
(jFja)!

((jFja�1)!)jFj
: (6.5)
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jFj 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
p

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2 0 1 3 6 10 15 21
3 0 2 8 20 40 70 112
4 0 3 18 60 150 315 588
5 0 6 48 204 624 1554 3360
6 0 9 116 670 2580 7735 19544
7 0 18 312 2340 11160 39990 117648
8 0 30 810 8160 48750 209790 720300
9 0 56 2184 29120 217000 1119720 4483696
10 0 99 5880 104754 976248 6045837 28245840

Table 2: The number jEpj for several sizes of the set F.

Proof. The mapping � 7! � is a one to one correspondence between the set of functions

f� 2 Fun(FA;F)j � satis�es the equipartition condition for f0gg

and the set of operators Te(A). The number of such functions � equals the number of ways to
partition the domain FA into jFj distinguishable groups with each jFja�1 elements. It is well know in
combinatorial theory that this number is given by the multinomial coeÆcient�

jFja

jFja�1; jFja�1; : : : ; jFja�1

�
=

(jFja)!

((jFja�1)!)
jFj
:

The next theorem counts Tp(A) in case A is an interval. It depends on knowledge of the number
of equivalence classes of a certain period. This number is given by the following lemma. See [14] for
more information on the classic M�obius function.

Lemma 6.3. The number of equivalence classes of p-periodic elements of FZ is given by

jEpj =
1

p

X
ijp

�
�p
i

�
jFji; (6.6)

where � is the classic M�obius function.

Proof. Let us denote the number of p-periodic signals in FZ by N(p). We have thatX
pjn

N(p) = jFjn:

Therefore we can use classic M�obius inversion to obtain

N(p) =
X
ijp

�
�p
i

�
jFji:

Since N(p) = p jEpj, we have proved the lemma.

To get some idea of the number of p-periodic equivalence classes, Table 2 evaluates Equation (6.6)
for some periods p and several sizes of the set F. In a subsequent example, we will focus on the two
channel binary case, where

F =
�
(0; 0); (0; 1); (1; 0); (1; 1)

	
:

So pay special attention to the column jFj = 4.
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Theorem 6.4. Let A � Z be a �nite interval with a := jAj elements. Then

jTp(A)j =
Y
pja

jEpj! p
jEpj: (6.7)

Proof. Recall that Tp(A) is the set of operators � with � 2 Fun(FA;F) that satisfy

e�(Ep) = Ep; 8p j a:

For convenience, we de�ne Da :=
S
pja

S
Ep as the set of all p-periodic signals with p j a. In addition

we let �(A) be the set of all translation invariant operators Æ : Da ! Da that satisfy

eÆ(Ep) = Ep; 8p j a:

We claim that Tp(A) and �(A) have the same cardinality. We will prove this by demonstrating a
bijective mapping between the two sets.
Let us de�ne 	 : Tp(A) ! �(A) by 	(!) = !jDa

. We have for each ! 2 Tp(A) that !jDa
2 �(A),

so 	 is well de�ned. First, we show that 	 is surjective. Remember that Lemma 5.6 states that
� : Da ! FA de�ned by �(x) := xjA is bijective. We choose any Æ 2 �(A) and de�ne � : FA ! F by
�(u) := Æ(��1(u))[0]. For all x 2 Da we have

�(x)[0] = �(xjA) = �(�(x)) = Æ(��1(�(x)))[0] = Æ(x)[0]:

Moreover, because � and Æ are translation invariant, we have that �(x) = Æ(x) for all x 2 Da. We
conclude that � 2 Tb(A) and that 	(�) = Æ. Hence 	 is surjective.
To show that 	 is injective, we choose a pair �; � 2 Fun(FA;F) such that �; � 2 Tb(A). Suppose

that 	(�) = 	(�). Then we have that �(x) = �(x) for all x 2 Da. This implies that �(xjA) = �(xjA)
for all x 2 Da and because � : Da ! FA is bijective we have �(u) = �(u) for all u 2 FA. So � = �,
which means that 	 is injective.
We will now count the number of operators in �(A). To facilitate this, we make a partition of

�(A) and count the subsets individually. This partition is created by looking at the behavior of the
operators in �(A) on the equivalence classes of signals in Da :=

S
pja Ep. Notice that

S
Da equals

the domain Da of every operator in �(A). We let � be the set of functions  : Da ! Da that satisfy
(Ep) = Ep for all p j a. For every  2 �, we de�ne the subset �(A) of �(A) comprising those

operators Æ 2 �(A) for which eÆ = . By de�nition, f�(A)g2� forms a partition of �(A). Observe
that j�j, the number of subsets in this partition, equals

Q
pja jEpj!.

To count one of the subsets in the partition, we choose a  2 � and consider an element Æ of �(A).
We know that for every E 2 Ep we have Æ(E) 2 Ep. Due to the translation invariance of Æ, this means
that we have p possibilities for ÆjE . Hence j�(A)j =

Q
pja p

jEpj. We see that this number does not
depend on , so we have

j�(A)j = j�j j�(A)j =
Y
pja

jEpj! p
jEpj:

As an example, we look at the two channel binary case where

F =
�
(0; 0); (0; 1); (1; 0); (1; 1)

	
:

So jFj = 4. Table 3 lists the cardinality of the sets T (A), Te(A) and Tp(A) for several sizes of an
interval A � Z. The values for jTb(A)j have been calculated by means of a brute force algorithm, with
which calculation for jAj > 2 are not feasible. This algorithm will be described in Subsection 6.2. The
set F is the Cartesian product of S = f0; 1g with itself and S can be identi�ed with the binary �eld.
Hence we can check, like we did in Section 4, each operator for linearity. As it turns out, there are
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jAj jTb(A)j jTp(A)j jTe(A)j jT (A)j

1 24 24 24 256
2 5,904 1,105,920 63,063,000 4,294,967,296

3 - 2.036�1029 6.621�1035 3.403�1038

4 - 1.223�10124 3.309�10150 1.341�10154

5 - 1.238�10528 1.001�10612 3.232�10616

6 - 4.351�102;159 4.226�102;460 1.091�102;466

7 - 5.121�108;848 6.856�109;857 1.415�109;864

8 - 1.605�1035;871 2.431�1039;449 4.014�1039;456

9 - 1.200�10145;170 1.965�10157;818 2.596�10157;826

10 - 3.418�10585;678 4.299�10631;296 4.544�10631;305

Table 3: The cardinality of the sets T (A), Te(A) and Tp(A) for several sizes of an interval A � Z when
F has 4 elements. For jAj � 3, the numbers are approximations. The cardinality of the set Tb(A) has
been calculated by means of a brute force algorithm for the cases where jAj = 1 or jAj = 2.

substantially less linear operators in Tb(A) in this case. For example, if jAj = 2, then 84 out of the
5,904 operators in Tb(A) are linear.
In spite of our inability to count Tb(A) directly, we can prove that jFj! is a divisor of jTb(A)j. As

was observed in Subsection 3.3, the set S of translation invariant bijective operators with support f0g
is a subgroup of the group of translation invariant bijective operators H . The collection f!Sg!2H of
left cosets of S is a partition of H . Moreover, every coset has jSj = jFj! elements. We can easily verify
that !S � Tb(A) if ! 2 Tb(A). So Tb(A) is the union of a �nite number of cosets and hence divisible
by jFj!.

6.2 The Generation of Translation Invariant Bijective Operators
So far, we have been concerned with (combinatorial) properties of translation invariant operators.
However, �nding explicit examples is equally important. We will now describe one method for �nding
translation invariant bijective operators with support included in a given �nite interval A � Z with
a := jAj elements. In other words, we are going to generate operators in the set Tb(A). For the sake
of brevity, we merely give an outline of the algorithm.
The basic idea comprises two steps: (i) �nd all operators in the set Tp(A) and (ii) check each

operator for bijectivity. So we must implement a loop over all elements of Tp(A) and we need an
algorithm to check if a given operator in Tp(A) is bijective. Note that an element ! 2 Tp(A) can be
eÆciently stored by means of the function � : FA ! F for which � = !.
The loop over all elements of Tp(A) can be implemented by using the idea of the proof of Theo-

rem 6.4. Using the notation of this proof: we can create all the elements of �(A) and then use 	�1

to obtain the corresponding elements of Tp(A). This is feasible, since all the operators in �(A) have
a �nite domain.
An element ! 2 Tp(A) will be tested for bijectivity in two steps. The �rst step involves the

permutation condition. Since ! 2 Tp(A) and A is an interval, we know that

e!(Ep) = Ep (�)

for all p j a. We can also test this condition for other values of p, say for all 1 � p � pmax with
p - a, a procedure which we will dub `PermutesEp?(!, pmax )'. For a certain value of p, such a test
would require jEpj evaluations of !. If ! fails condition (�) for any p, we know that ! is not bijective.
However if ! does satis�es (�) for all 1 � p � pmax , then ! might be bijective. In such a case we have
to take a second step.
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Algorithm 1 Generating operators in the set Tb(A).

for all ! 2 Tp(A) do
if PermutesEp?(!, pmax ) then
if HasInverse?(!, B) then
AddToBijectiveList!(!)

else

AddToUnknownList!(!)
end if

end if

end for

���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Figure 18: Plots of twenty functions �j : F
f0;1g ! F. Each operator �j is bijective and �j

�1 has a
support that is included in f�1; 0g. In each of the plots, the horizontal axis is used for the value of
u[0] and the vertical axis is used for the value of u[1] (u 2 Ff0;1g). The symbols �, �, � and � are
used to denote the value of �j at u.

The second step tries to �nd the inverse of !. The idea is to choose a set B � Z and then verify if
there exists a function � : FB ! F such that � = !�1. A candidate for such a function � can be found
by observing that �(�B(u)) = u[0] for all u 2 FA+B . It must then be veri�ed that �(�A(v)) = v[0] for
all v 2 FA+B . This procedure, which we dub `HasInverse?(!, B)', will �nd the inverse of a bijective
! if the support of !�1 is included in B. We learn from Theorem 3.7, that a set B which has �A as a
subset is a good candidate. A problem is, that if we do not �nd an inverse, we do not know whether
! is bijective or not. It might be bijective and have a support that is larger that B, or it might not be
bijective. However, for the case that jFj = 4 and A = f0; 1g, it turns out that every ! that satis�es
PermutesEp?(!, 4) is bijective and has an inverse with support included in the relatively small set
f�3;�2;�1; 0; 1; 2g. So this case allows us to �nd all translation invariant bijective operators in the
set Tb(A). Algorithm 1 summarizes the operator generating algorithm.
As an example, we consider the case where A = f0; 1g and F has four elements. We use the

algorithm to �nd functions � : FA ! F for which � is bijective. As we have seen (Table 3), there exist
5,904 such functions. To restrict ourselves, we look only for those functions � for which the inverse
of � has a support included in B = �A = f�1; 0g. The number of such functions is 480. Twenty
of these, f�jg1�j�20, are depicted by the twenty plots in Figure 18. The remaining functions can
be obtained by permuting the four di�erent function values of each function �j . There are 4! = 24
di�erent permutations on F which we can denote by f�kg1�k�24. So f�k Æ �jg1�j�20;1�k�24 forms
the complete set of 480.
A major disadvantage of this algorithm to generate operators in Tb(A) is its time complexity. Even

if we assume that the test for bijectivity is a constant time operation, the complexity has the same
order as the number of elements in Tp(A). Experimental results (see Table 3) show that this number
is substantially higher than the number of elements of Tb(A) itself. Given f := jFj and a := jAj, the
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��

// /.-,()*++ // !1(x) // /.-,()*+�

�� ��
x // �  p

��

 u

OO

 u

OO

 p

��

��1 // x

// /.-,()*++

OO

// !2(x)

OO

// /.-,()*+�

OO

Figure 19: The construction of a translation invariant discrete wavelet transform ! : SZ ! SZ � SZ

by means of the lifting scheme.

complexity (by Theorem 6.4 and Lemma 6.3) is of orderY
pja

e[f; p]! pe[f;p]; (6.8)

where e[f; p] = 1
p

P
ijp �(

p
i
)f i. In case a is prime, Equation (6.8) equals

f !

�
fa � f

a

�
! a

�
fa�f

a

�
; (6.9)

so it is obvious that the time complexity grows extremely fast when f or a grow. This makes the
algorithm only suitable for very small values of f and a. Fortunately, there are other ways of creating
explicit examples of translation invariant bijective operators with �nite support. One method, com-
position, was already discussed in Subsection 3.2. Another method is using Sweldens' lifting scheme
[4].
To understand how the lifting scheme can be used to construct wavelet transforms, we examine the

construction of a translation invariant discrete wavelet transform ! : SZ ! SZ�SZ. The construction
is shown in Figure 19. The pair of operators + : SZ � SZ ! SZ and � : SZ � SZ ! SZ have the
property that

(x+ y)� y = x and (x� y) + y = x; 8x; y 2 SZ: (6.10)

The �rst equation guarantees that ! will be injective and the second equation is to guarantee that !
will be surjective. To ensure that the constructed transform will be translation invariant, we demand
that these two operators are also translation invariant in the sense that

�t(x) + �t(y) = �t(x+ y) and �t(x) � �t(y) = �t(x� y); 8x; y 2 SZ; 8t 2 Z: (6.11)

The operator � : SZ ! SZ � SZ is an initial wavelet transform. It should be translation invariant as
well. Usually, � is de�ned as the so called lazy wavelet transform which splits a signal into its odd
and even samples. It is de�ned by � := (�e; �o), where

�e(x)[i] := x[2i]; (6.12)

�o(x)[i] := x[2i+ 1]: (6.13)

The operators  p : S
Z ! SZ and  u : S

Z ! SZ are the so called prediction and update operators. To
make sure that ! is translation invariant, we demand that these operators are translation invariant
as well. Note that it is not necessary that  p or  u is bijective. The application of an prediction or
update operator to one side and then adding the result to the other side is called a lifting step.
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The operator ! : SZ ! SZ � SZ is now constructed as follows:

!1(x) = �e(x) +  u
�
�o(x) +  p(�e(x))

�
; (6.14)

!2(x) = �o(x) +  p(�e(x)): (6.15)

It can be veri�ed that ! is bijective and translation invariant; its inverse is given by

!�1(y1; y2) = ��1
�
y1 �  u(y2); y2 �  p

�
y1 �  u(y2)

��
: (6.16)

Note that any number of lifting steps may be added to this scheme; the resulting operator ! will
remain bijective and translation invariant.
We see that it is quite easy to construct translation invariant discrete wavelet transforms over a

�nite set S by using the lifting scheme. It is worth further study to investigate how the scheme can
be applied to construct discrete wavelet transforms with certain desirable properties. See [8] for some
examples in this direction. As was said in the introduction of this paper, it is an open question if the
lifting scheme in this form (with � being the lazy wavelet) can be used to create all discrete wavelet
transforms.

7. Conclusion

We have de�ned an extension of the discrete wavelet transform that is translation invariant and works
on signals that are functions from the integers into any �nite set. This is potentially useful since a
large quantity of real world signals are �nite valued and the de�ned transform can be calculated very
time eÆciently, using only discrete arithmetic.
The discrete wavelet transform over �nite sets includes nonlinear transforms and is as such a gener-

alization of previous work of other authors that de�ned a linear discrete wavelet transform over �nite
commutative rings. We have seen that, by using the more general de�nition, the number of transforms
increases drastically thus giving more freedom in choosing a particular transform.
On the down side, no eÆcient method for systematically �nding explicit examples of discrete wavelet

transforms over �nite sets was presented. The crude algorithm given is very time consuming, usable
only for �nding simple (but nontrivial) transforms.
Our treatment of the subject was of a rather theoretical nature. Starting from the most general

de�nition, we derived some general properties of discrete wavelet transforms over �nite sets. We
especially investigated means to recognize bijective transforms. We found that looking at the behavior
of transforms on translation invariant equivalence classes of signals was useful in that respect. In
addition, an e�ort was made to enumerate the set of transforms with �nite support, which resulted
in an upper bound.
Although the paper is restricted to the de�nition of the discrete wavelet transform over �nite sets

to transforms on one dimensional signals only, generalization to signals de�ned on any �nite Cartesian
product of the integers, e.g. images, is straightforward. In addition most of the results for the one
dimensional case, may be easily extended to the higher dimensional case. For images, examples of
transforms over �nite sets can be found by constructing a tensor-like product of two one dimensional
transforms. The paper explains this in detail in an example.
The paper did not investigate possible applications of the discrete wavelet transform over �nite

sets. However, some possibilities quickly jump to mind. Since the transform can be calculated
extremely time eÆciently, it may be useful for real time systems that rely on fast computations. Also,
the gained freedom in choosing a particular transform suggests possible application of the discrete
wavelet transform over �nite sets to compression using transform coding.
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